


HELLO
Sorry about being late, but several things happened
to delay us….One of which is the purchase of a new
graphic program, the results of which you can see
through out this issue. The cost of the program was
about the same as an issue of Florida Fandom.

Next issue should be out a little sooner than this.
About the middle of June.  We already have some
materials ready for it, including a cover by Michael
T. Gilbert made just for Florida Fandom.

This issue we welcome a new regular to our staff,
Robert Wilson.  Rob will be doing comic news and
a spotlight series on Golden and Silver Age comics.

This issue we welcome back the art of Steven Fox.
Several years ago we had the pleasure of meeting
Steven at Philcon.  He made feel very welcome to
the north.  Its really great meeting people face to
face you have known only by mail.  We also got to
see some of Stevens’ larger works, which were on
display in the art show.

On to the rest of the zine….

You can see many of our logos have changed, but the
logo contest still goes on… spot illos are needed with
the names or complete logos with the name incorporated
into the art. We have seven contest in all:

1) Name the letter page and logo
2) Logo for SNODGRASS REPORT
3) Logo for UPDATE
4) Logo for FAN PROFILE
5) Logo for HELLO
6) Logo for GAME REPORT
7) Logo for NEWS FOCUS

The winner of each contest will receive a $10.00 Florida
Fandom gift certificate.  The gift certificate can be used
for such things Spiderman 252, Unicorns and many
other things.

The winning entry's will become property of Florida
Fandom and will become one of our trademarks, If you
want your entry returned if you do not win enclose a
SASE

THE NOT SO GREAT LOGO CONTEST

AD RATES
FULL PAGE *********$10.00     HALF PAGE***********$ 7.50
FORTH PAGE********$ 5.00     EIGHTH PAGE*********$ 2.50

CLASSIFIED ADS ARE TWO CENTS A WORD - ZIP CODE FREE
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CHRISTOPHERS’ WORLD
BY ROBERT WILSON

Stretching his arms high above his head, Christopher
shrugged his last few threads of sleep from his body.
He sat up for a moment, listening for his grandmother
downstairs.  Slowly, the rich sweet smell of hot
chocolate rose from below.  He could hear her
moving around the briskly in the kitchen and faintly
singing to herself.
“Christopher….”
“Morning Grandma.” The large kitchen chair seemed
to swallow up his small body.
“Did you sleep alright, son…” Chris smiled up at her
bright clean face.  Every morning was pretty much the
same here in Pleasant City.  Grandma fussed over him
as usual, and he smiled as he ate.
“Your Grandpa is going into town this mornin’.”
“Yes ma’am.” He took another bite form his plate.
“And you know what? He’s going to let you go to
town with him!  Maybe he will let you take in a
movie while he talks to the boys at the hardware
store.”
“Will he really Grandma…?”
“I reckon he will, but you better hurry up and finish
that breakfast and scoot upstairs and get ready.”
Grandma gave his blonde hair a tug or two with the
hairbrush, straightened his collar, and then
pronounced him ready to go.
The ride tot own stretched past Emmet Gordon’s
farm.  Chris waved as he watched the man plowing
near his fence.  Outside the town General Store, he
could see the big Pickle barrels.
Mrs. Tibbs was coming out the door carrying a sack
full of groceries as usual, and complaining that prices
were higher than usual.
The ride from Christophers’ house hadn’t been very
far.  He had walked from home down to the Main
Street a time or two and watched the big Semi from
upstate unload the weekly grocery shipment before
walking down to the Palm Theatre, and sneaking up
into the roped off balcony to watch that week double
feature.
Chris dearly loved the pic-ture show.  At home he had
taped up on his wall old time stars like Charlie
Chaplain and Betty Grable.  The yellow 8X10’s even
had a few autographs scrawled here and there.  His
favorite show right now was an old movie he
pronounced, “The Malted Falcon…”
Traffic was light as they pulled up to the curb in front

 of the hardware store, not ten minutes after they left
home.  The speed limit was twenty-five, but hardly
anyone pushed it htat fast.  Gramdpa got out of the car
and went to the other side, and bent to the lad, “Wanna
come inside?”
Chris shrugged.  “Okay, Cracker jack, you can go on
over to the movie.  I’ll come on over and fetch you
when it’s about done.”  He waved and the boy walked
toward the stucco fronted theatre.  Chris backed up,
waving.
The traffic light started to change.  Grampa saw the
Grocery Semi start to round the corner, and screamed,
“Stop!, Look out boy…!”
The drivers reactions were quick.  He saw the boy and
stopped almost in time.  Except for an endless moment
of time.  His front tires thumped over something soft.
“You idiot!” His Grandfather was crying and sceaming
at the driver.
“You stupid fool.  Don’t you know he can’t be fixed.”
“He’s not one of us - he was the last one - everybody
knows that!”
“Our only reason for being!” someone else said.
Somebody turned to Chistophers’ Grandfather.  “What
will we do if he was the last one?”
“I don’t rightly know.” He pointed over at the
newspaper box.  “We all know what happened.  If he’s
dead, then we’re all dead.  After all, humnity created us
to serve tehm, that’s all we can do.”
“Aint’ there anymore babies in…””You know that the
last time the power when off fro too long…” He said
his voice growing hoarse.  Grandpa stared at the
broken boy, the life running out of him, down the edge
of the curb.  “I think I have an idea!”
Grandma was in the love seat rocking slowly back and
forth, knitting the right sleeve of a sweater.  Grandpa
snoozed in his rocker slowly tilting forward and back.
Christopher sat at his feet and watched hopefully as a
shooting star scratched across the night sky.  He then
glanced at a small mound of fresh earth in the back
yard and the small cross someone had stuck at one end.
The moon emerged from behind a cloud and feflected
bright ly across their metallic faces, and as the last
traces of the shooting star faded from the sky Chirs
looked up and wished as hard as he could…..
“To hell with the oil hipocrisy of a creak, and a rumble
through a motor-driven life I run through endless
corridors eternally awake…..I robot”





TRADING CARDS FOR SALE

We have for sale at five cents each, cards from the
following stes: STARWARS, BATTLESTAR, CE3K,
WELCOME BACK KOTTER, SGT.PEPPER LHCB,
MORK, KING KONG.  Send us your want list to fill.
Send no money, just your needs and a SASE and we
will let you know what we have.  R&R Coy, 520 South
“D” Street, Lake Worth, FL.  Even if the cards are not
listed above we may have tehm, we also have stickers
at ten cents each.





SNODGRASS REPORT
All right people, since it has been so long since the last issue.
I have decided to forgo the movie reviews as you all have seen
the ones worth seeing by now and have formed your own
opinions of them anyway.  Instead this time I am going to
review a comic book. Yeh a comic book.

AMBUSH BUG

All right!! A comic book that puts the comedy back into a
comic book. Let’s hear for the team of Griffen, Fleming,
Oksner, Tollin, Costanza, and Schwartz…the combined talents
of the Three Stooges and the Marx Brothers (I’ll let you figure
out who’s who.

From the cover and opening splash
page to the letter column this mag is
full of laughs.  Don’t even overlook the
editor’s comments throughout they are
just as funny.  These guys really want
you to buy this book and I for one also.
As stated in the Ambush Bug data
sheet his ambitions are “to fight for Truth, Justice, and the
American way (and pull a profit)body that list as one of his
turnoffs as “smurf, smurfette, the smurftones” can’t be all bad.
And really, don’t you just love a guy that says his ideal
evening is “Sitting on a white sand beach feeding copies of
THRILLER into a paper shredder”?

Well if you are like me you can’t wait for the next issue
(personally I don’t think CHEEKS is dead).

Oh yes, Cantrell just reminded me that Griffen is also one of
the co-conspirators along with Levitz of the DC Special
LEGION OF
SUBSTITUTE
HEROES. Don’t
miss it either

Now we return to
out regularly
scheduled
program…



We are taking this part of  update to thank the stores that
sent back the surveys we sent out and they were:

Family Book Trader
4311 Broadway
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
Old and new comics

Metropolis
Farmers Market
1200 Congress Ave
West Palm Beach, FL 33406
New and old comics
Open: Thursday - Sunday  305-969-6787

Past Present Future
1348 West Lantana Road
Lantana, FL 33462
Open: Sunday - Friday

Peace Chief Sound Center
6806 14th Street West
U.S. 41 - Whitfield Plaza
Bradenton, FL 33407
Open 7 days a week
Comics, albums, tapes, cards, trains, toys, collectibles,
and t-shirts

If you stop in let them know you read about them in
FLORIDA FANDOM.

We will list zines as we pick them form our stack.

ULTRA KLUTZ and Other Tales #1
From Jeff Nicholson
P.O. Box 3684, Chico, CA 95927
75¢ . Has Ultra Klutz and John Howard’s The Insipid Six.

COSMIC TIMES
Martin Thoms
1434 Berkshire Dr., West Palm Beach, FL 33406
25¢ plus 25¢ postage and handling.
Reviews of the newest comics from the big two, plus
some of the alternates.

FANDOM TIMES
FTO
18129 136th Ave., Apt. B
Munica, Michigan 49448
$2.00 for three issues.
One oft he best zines on zines

.THE DEALERS ROOM
1 Connestee Road, #2D
Asheville, NC 28801
Subs: $6.00 a year
Adzine.

OUTSIDE IN
Michael Dowers
3615 Phinney N.
Seattle, Washington 98103
Mini-comic of fandom self-portraits



PYRAMIDS
Double Phoenix Publications
P.O.Box 13986
Tampa, FL 33611
$8.00 . Battlestar Galactica Fanzine.

FANDOM DIRECTORY #7
Fandom Computer Sevices
P. O. Box 4278
San Bernardino, CA
$9.95 plus $1.50 P/H
The most up to date list of fans, zines and cons

around.

COMIC CREATIONS
West Florida Comic Club
4966 Springhill Drive
Pensacola, FL 32503
$1.00. Contains: Bat-Guy,
Holiday Out, Seekers and
more.

DOUGHNUT KID
HRP
727 Hawthorne Street,  Cloquet , MN 55720
20 cents plus postage. Mini-comic

MAYBE
Irv Koch c/o 835 Chatt. BK Bg,
Chattanooga, TN 37402
$1.00. One of the few real
FANzines around. Reviews,
happening and so on in Fandom.

RAT RACE
WRP
727 Hawthrone, Cloquet, MN 55720
50 cents and two stamps

DIXIE-TREK 5
May 17 - 19, 1985
Northlake Hilton, LaVista Road at I-285 East
Atlanta, GA
Guest: Majel Barrett, Terry Nation, Angelique
Petttyjohn, David Anthony Kraft, Jack Mass, Jon
Pertwee, Ann Crispin and other.
$18/00 till May 1, 1985. At the door $10.00 a day or
$19.00 for two.  Supporting membership is $5.00 and
you get a Program book signed by Majel Barrett.

Send to: Atlanta Star Trek Society
c/o Owen C. Ogletree
454 Huff Street, Apt. 9
Lawrenceville, GA 30245.



BY ROBERT WILSON
MARKET REPORT: COMIC MARKET UPDATE

As of this issue of Florida Fandom, DC’s new series
CRISIS ON INFINITE EARTHS is already
commanding premium prices form Florida dealers
with the 2nd issue seemingly the hardest for dealers to
obtain additional copies.  Activity has also been noted
on WEB OF SPIDERMAN #1 with the first issue of
the Spiderman title the most sought after.  Supplies
seem pretty good on WEB #1.  Current activity seem
to be focused on back issues of  NEW MUTANTS
and X MEN and X MEN related books.  G.I.JOE back
issue sales remain strong.

CURRENT MARKET REPORT AS O MARCH 15,
1985

WEB #1 $1.50 (MARVEL)
CRISIS #1 $1.50 (DC)
CRISIS #2 $1.25 (DC)
CRISIS #3 $1.00 (DC)
G.I.JOE #1 $8 - $10
G.I.JOE #2 $15 - $20 (SCARCE)

There also seem to be increasing fan interest in the
currently released SECRET WARS VOL. II series.
CLOCK AND DAGGER #1 and MOON KNIGHT
VOL.2 #1 seems to be drawing interest.  So far prices
are stable on these recently released comics. (Update
Next Issue)

Eastman and Laird’s “TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA
TURTLES #1, first printing is currently being offered
at $60.  It’s not known at this time how many copies
are changing hands at this price, but METROPOLIS
COMICS in WPB, FL reported selling (3) at $40.
Interest remain strong.  So far there have been 2 and
soon will be 3 editions of #1.  #2 has been released in
2 editions.  Some dealers are calling TAMNT a fad
along with ELEMENTAL.  Time will tell.  So far only
American comics of Virginia is offering copies by
Mail Order.  There prices are as follows:
#1 (1st) $60. (2nd) $15  (3rd) $3.50
#2 (1st) $6.50 (2nd) $3.50

David Singer’s Wally Wood’s THUNDER AGENTS,
the subject of litigation, and a critically acclaimed

Book is experiencing some market demand.  With # 1
sold by some dealers at $3 (cover $2) and #2 at $3
apparently available form very few dealers.  Dealers
wishing to carry W.W.’S THUNDER AGENTS
should contact David Singer direct.

NEWS FOCUS

Michael T. Gilbert's MR. MONSTER 1 was a huge
success for ECLIPSE and issues 2 and 3 are being
prepared.  The second issue will feature a Dave
Stevens (of ROCKETEER fame) cover.  MR.
MONSTER will appear with guns blazing.  Mr.
Gilbert announced that Alan Moore (Swamp Thing)
would be writing the story for #3.  Also in #3 Gilbert
said he would try to begin reprinting Classic Horror
stories form the 50’s beginning with Steve Ditko’s
first story.  Hopes are height that issue #3 will also
feature a Berni Wrightson cover since the story inside
will carry a swamp -like creature and sere to tem the
current writer of Swamp Thing with the original artist.

ELRIC

Michael Gilbert continues on with the adaptation of
the 2nd ELRIC of Melnibone book by Michael
Moorcock.  Pencils are finished up to book number 5,
and initial response has been good to issue #1.  In the
past ELRIC has been published by such diverse hands
as Marvel Comics, Star-Reach Productions, Pacific
Comics, Epic Magazine,and now FIRST COMICS.
Readers may look for an overview of the tragedy
struck warriors career in comics in the next issue of
Florida Fandom.

NEW ITEM

DC Comics in association with American Honda
recently presented the first BAXTER giveaway comic.
SUPERGIRL was featured and the focus was in
cooperation with the U.S. Dept. Of Transportation
Safety (Seat) Belt Campaign.  Story was by Joe
Orlando, Barry Marx, and Robert Loren Fleming, with
art by Angelo Torres. It was passed out free in Drivers
Education classes, and follows the tradition of DC’s
(3) Drug Abuse books and Marvels POWER PACK



Anti- Child Abuse comic.

OVERSTSREET UPDATE
to be comprehensive
The 1985 Overstreet update promises to be the most exact
modernized price guide ever compiled.  Bob Overstreet is
soliciting data from all dealers, stores, convention dealers, and
mail order firms, and plans to collate this huge amount of data.
Overstreet plans to expand the former (H)HOT, (M)MEDIUM
and (S)SLOW designations for product movement.  The new
expanded designation will have H+, H, H-, M+, M, M-, and S+,
S, S -. This will enable the collector/investor to better determine
the value of their books. For example an S- book would be one
you couldn’t sell to your brother for a dime, and the H+ would
be a comic the dealers just can’t keep in stock like G.I. JOE #2.
Dealers have been further invited to “cast their ballot” on price
increases and market status for 1985.
As and incentive, every respondent will be listed in eh 1985 update, and the top TEN comprehensive reporters
will be chosen as Special Advisor with free advertising benefits!!
Interested parties should contact: (But hurry! Deadline for the questionnaires is May 15th.)
OVERSTREET PUBLICATIONS, INC.
7990 HUNT CLIFF DRIVE NW
CLEVELAND, TN 37311.
(615) 472-4135 ask for the 1985 UPDATE QUESTIONNAIRE.
ALL DEALERS are encouraged to contact Bob Overstreet and participate in this project.













DALE SNODGRASS
FF: Dale, how long have you been in fandom?
DALE: well, let’s see…since my parents bought me
and my siblings some 90 used books that included
Tom Swift JR and some others…I was about 10 and I
became hooked on SF and reading since. I’m now 31.
FF: When did you become active in fandom, going to
conventions and such?
DALE: Well, actually it was Cantrell that got me
active in fandom by dragging me to a local Star Trek
Club mini-con at the local American-Polish Club in
1974 - September to be closer.  We attend the meeting
of the Star Trek Federation of Fans.  This was the
group that put on the largest local convention in 1975
TREKON 75. (ed.: Program books for this convention
are still available through Florida Fandom. Get’m
while they’re hot).
FF: How active did you get with the Star Trek group?
DALE: Well, at first not very.  But as time for the
convention drew near I got more and more involved
until I was made co-head of security.  My main
function was to keep an eye on the guest and to make
sure this very young lady stayed in the co-chairman's
room.  For a while I wasn’t sure what was going on
but it was later explained that the lady was ill but was
insisting on helping out at the front desk.  At least
that’s what they told me.  But, they later got
married…
FF: After the convention what happened?
DALE: Well, after the con the club began to break
up.  I became vice-president for while but we couldn’t
hold it together.  Some of the members still get
together now and then and raise a little hell; all and all
it was a good meeting place for me, as at the time I
was working the graveyard shift and my social life
was limited but the club had some very intelligent
members; it also had some dorks but we try to forget
them.

FF: Was this time you became photo editor for the
world renowned FLORIDA FANDOM?
DALE: Well, it was about that time but I would say it
was at least a year latter that that happened.
FF: What inspired the beginning of the SNODGRASS
REPORT?
DALE: Well, Rick has this .45 semi-automatic that he
uses to get material for his rag and one day he came to
me and said “WRITE” so I wrote.
FF:Now that Florida Fandom has made its’ triumphant
return, when will the photos be returning?
DALE: Well, just as soon as my brother finished
repairing my darkroom. And I have money to begin
processing again.
FF: What happened to your darkroom?
DALE: Well, there was this small dragon laying along
side the road I was walking on.  I stopped to see if he
needed help and found that he had been hit by a
passing saucer going about 1500 KPH and had a bad
bruise on his front shoulder.  I invited him home to
mend himself and he accepted.  As time passed he
became a permanent fixture around the house. We even
made a movie with him at Cantrell’s place.  One night
he was helping me in the darkroom and mixed the
wrong chemicals together and BOOM!! There went the
neighborhood!
FF: What’s your favorite drink?
DALE: Well, do you mean with or without alcohol?
FF: Both.
DALE: well, without I like Coke, the kind you drink,
Cantrell, and I prefer Chiva Regal straight.
FF: ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ
DALE: Hey Rick wake up!! This is your idea!!
FF: Huh! Oh yeh.  What was the question?
DALE: I asked when did you want those nude photos
of Ruth Published?
FF: WHAT NUDE PHOTOS?!!!
DALE: The ones I took last night.

FF: Does this mean I’m going to have to
pay for the Snodgrass Report?



This issue we will be looking at what people are buying
today.  To help me with this I sent out a survey to
several Florida comic shops.  It seems that most fans
today want to buy the Hot new titles.  It seems such
titles as Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 1 is selling for
$30.00 and its only a few months old, in fact it seems
almost impossible to get the new issues for cover price.

One nice thing is that it seems that dealers are buying
most of the hot titles at premium prices, 50% and higher
of their selling price.
This current trend reminds me of Howard the Duck
number one.  It was the hottest title out at one time.
Within months after it came out it had reached the high
price of $25.00 a copy.  People were buying it at that
time.  What a great investment!  The highest it’s being
sold according to out survey is $5.00, the lowest is
$2.00. And only one dealer is buying.  Some
investment!!
We divided types of comics into six categories: Hot
New, Golden Age, Silver Age, Early Marvel, Cheap
New and EC.  The best seller in each category are as
follow:

Hot New: X-Men, G. I. Joe, Secret Wars and Crisis.

Golden  Age: DC

Silver Age: Legion, Superman, and Tarzan.

Early Marvel: Spiderman and Xmen.

Cheap New: Spiderman

EC: Mad, 3-D, SF
Now on to something completely different.

CRISIS PREDICTIONS

These predictions are not all mine., they were some
we came up with at a local comic shop. Anyone
with predictions send them in and let’s see what will
happen…

(1) Jay Garrick will end up the only Flash.

(2) Hal Jordan will become Green Lantern, but the
ring will be Alan Scott’s Ring.

(3) Earth 2 Superman will leave Earth to become an
exploder.

(4.) Supergirl will die

As I said above, send in you predictions and lets see
how many we can get right.



PALM BEACH CON 1/TREKON
INT’L 1975 program books only $4.00.
Cover by CC Beck, back cover by Kelly
Freas.  Interior work by Freas, Beck,
Jim Mooney, Morris Weiss, Mitch and
Vickie Wyman.  Send to: Rick and Ruth
Coy, 520 South “D” Street, Lake Worth,
FL 33460







This is a renewed feature in Florida Fandom.  I haven’t
reviewed anything in quite awhile, but while we were
watching this movie, BABY,, Rick said “you have to
review this in your column!” I said “What column??” And
here I am.

BABY was one of the most heartwarming movies I have
seen since ET (you all remember him?).  Well anyway, the
movie starts out in what looked to me to be an American
big city.  Wrong! Don’t go by first impressions.  I was
assured it was really Africa.  If it wasn’t for the Native
parade (?) down the main street, I’m still not sure I would
have believed it.  I guess I expected Africa to look like it
did 100 years ago, [(I don’t know why) I think I’ve been
reading too many Tarzan books!].

Anyway, in the first few minutes of the film this courier is
knifed in the back by Professor Kiviat (Patrick
McGoohan).  And then the movies gets interesting!!

BABY is a young Brontosaurus hatchling,
separated from it’s parents by a scientist and her
husband, a sportswriter, (Played by Sean Young
and William Katt), it’s for the BABY'S own
good, because of some native Militia and a
ruthless scientist (McGoohan).

BABY wasn’t the kind of movie where you’re
setting on the edge of your seat all the time, but
it is the kind of movie of which you don;t want
to miss a single beat.  It makes you feel good
when you leave the theater.

So, I think you should go see BABY and judge
for yourselves, and let me know what you
thought of it.  I’d like to hear your comments.

Until nest time…..
NO PROBLEM!!
RUTH

DRAGONRIDERS OF PERN

From EPYX computer software. This is a game based on
Anne McCaffreys’ Pern novels.  It comes in two parts.
The first part is called Negotiation/Intrigue. In this part
of the game you make allies and enemies between the

holds and
Craftmasters.
This is also the
time you pledge
your dragons to
fight thread.

In part two the
screen takes on
the look of a
video gam and
you are ready to
fight thread.  To
fight thread

You use your joysticks to fly your dragon and by
hitting the space bar on the computer you can go
between to avoid getting hit by thread.

After the thread fighting screen the score appears
based on both parts of the game.  You are then
ready to start your next year of play.  At the
beginning you pick how many turns you want.
Either part of the game can
be played without the other.
We recommend this game to
all Pern fans and
Dragonriders.






